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 SUPER POWERS IN THE MIDDLE EAST:

 AN OVERVIEW

 Sabiha Hasan

 The Middle East has always been an area of Interest for outside powers.
 It came under French and British control after the First World war. In the

 years following the Second World war it became an area of super power
 competition. While for the United States the region gained importance
 because of economic, strategic and political factors, for the Soviet Union

 its geographical proximity has made it an area of direct concern.

 American Interests and Policies

 0/7.4 The Western world's main interest in the Middle East is oil. It is

 said that 20 per cent of US oil imports, 56 per cent of Western Europe's
 and 65 per cent of Japan's comes from the Gulf.1 On peak days an oil
 tanker passes through the Strait of Hormuz every 19 minutes. 2 It has been
 estimated that if the Gulf's supply is stopped to the US, Europe and Japan,

 its effect will be: (a) the US GNP will decrease by 18 per cent; (b) the GNP
 of Western Europe and Japan will go down by $ 1.5 trillion i.e. by more than

 30 per cent. 3

 In pursuing its policies in the Middle East, the US is also motivated by
 the interests of its oil monopolies. Despite the fact that most of the oil
 producing countries have either nationalized or bought up the main foreign
 oil concessions, in 1979 the net profit of an international oil cartel known
 as Seven Sisters increased by 94 per cent over the preceding year and

 i Time, New York, 25 October 1982, pp. 23-24.
 2 The volume of traffic will probably be significantly reduced after the five proposed

 trans-Arabian pipelines are built. The six Gulf countries (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
 Bahrain, Qatar, the UAE and Oman), who produce 62 per cent of the oil sold on the
 world market, have decided to export nearly half of their oil by a new route, i.e., from

 the west coast of the Arabian Peninsula. See, Beijing Review , 10 May 1982, p. I.
 3 C.f. Shehni Humayun, "Arabian Sea, the Gulf and Power Policies", Pakistan and Gulf

 Economist , Karachi, 25 September- Л October 1982, p. 27. Based on the estimates
 of Professor Henry Rowen, Stanford University.
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 exceeded $ 20 billion.4 Of 910 million tons of oil- bought by seven members
 of the international oil cartel in 1979, outside North America, 572 million

 tons came from the Gulf.5 Although they lost their former concessions,
 the oil monopolies have largely retained control over the oil markets. It is
 said that the four American companies that used to own Aramco, buy Saudi

 oil at prices that the latter has been systematically setting under US pres-
 sure<5 at a level below the price asked by the OPEC members. In the second

 half of 1979 alone, they paid for Saudi oil $ 7 billion less than it would have
 cost them on the world market. 7

 In short, it is therefore said that the security of the Gulf is one of the
 most vital US concern. The Carter Doctrine that came after the Soviet

 invasion of Afghanistan, declared in this connection, that:

 Let our position be absolutely clear: an attempt by outside force to
 gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an assault on
 the vital interest of the United States of America, and as such an assault

 will be repelled by any means necessary, including military force.8

 As regards Western interest in oil, there are a few other points that
 need to be stressed. Firstly, this interest may not remain as important in
 the next decade as it is now. Efforts are being made in the West to develop

 alternate sources of energy. France and Germany have signed an oil and
 gas deal with the USSR which will reduce their dependence on Gulf oil.
 Western Europe and Japan's imports have already diminished due to the
 Iran-Iraq war. It is said that US crude oil imports from the Gulf have dropped

 almost 50 per cent in the last two years. Secondly, the USSR has also assured

 a number of times that it has no intentions of raising any obstacles to the

 flow of normal trade or of obstructing the sea-lanes linking the states of
 the Gulf to other countries. 9 It has been rightly observed in this connection

 that: "Being mindful of Western sensitivity, Moscow, in need of hard

 4 Ruben Andreaysan, "Persian Gulf: Oil, Neo-colonialisnri," New Times , Moscow,
 February 1981, no. 5, p. 25.

 * Ibid.

 6 It would be interesting to note that the US monopolies buy about 8Э per cent of the
 Saudi oil output. See, ibid., p. 24.

 7 /bid., p. 25.

 8 President Carter's State of Union address, January 193Э.

 9 See, Brezhnev's Peace and Security plan for the Gulf in Foreign Affairs Record, External

 Publicity Division, Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India, December
 1980, p. 295.
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 currency and Western technology, would hardly risk its growing trade
 and commercial ties with the West".10

 Thus, while oil by itself is an important factor motivating US policies

 in the Middle East, it should not be concluded that it is the only factcr. In
 fact containment of communism has been one of the most persistent
 concern for American policymakers since the early 1950s. The containment
 policies are discussed below.

 Containment Policies : A policy statement that declared that "the
 security of the Eastern Mediterranean and of the Middle East is vital to
 the security of the United States",11 was first made in 1946 at the time of

 the Azerbaijan crisis. The communist activities in Greece and Soviet
 pressure on Turkey triggered off the Truman Doctrine, whfch led to
 the beginning of American presence in the Middle East. Turkey (along
 with Greece) became a member of NATO in 1952. The Baghdad pact (later
 known as CENTO) brought Turkey, Iran and Pakistan into the Western
 fold. The picture of American presence in the 'Northern Tier* was comp-
 lete when these countries signed bilateral security agreements with the
 United States in 1959.

 The Eisenhower Doctrine that came in the wake of the Suez crisis
 declared:

 The United States regards as vital to national interest and world peace

 the preservation of independence and integrity of the nations of the
 Middle East. To this end, if the President determines, thereof, the

 United States is prepared to use armed forces to assist such nations,

 requesting assistance against aggression, from any country controlled
 by international communism. 12

 The Eisenhower Doctrine addressed itself to the Arab core of the

 Middle East. Veiled threats of intervention by the United States in Syria in
 1957 and in Jordan in 1958; the landing of 12,000 US marines in Lebanon in

 the summer of 1958; Western military bases in Jordan, Iraq, Algeria,

 ю C. f. Mehrunissa Ali, "Pakistan-US Threat Perception", paper presented at a National
 Seminar, organized by the Area Studies Centre for North and South America and
 Africa, Quaid-e-Azam University, Islamabad, held in August 1982.

 1 1 Paul Jabber, "US Interest and Regional Security in the Middle East," Daedalus , Fall
 1980. d. 74.

 12 tbid., p. 75.
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 Saudi Arabia, Libya and Aden, naval facilities in Bahrain (then under
 British protection) all came after the Eisenhower Doctrine.13 This Doc-
 trine, however, died after 1958. It is pointed out that: "One of the major
 paradoxes of American position was that when, as in the late !950's, there
 was no danger of any outside intervention from Russia in the Middle
 East, and no local power was really controlled by Communist power,
 America strove to enforce a system to deter and crush (once deterrence
 failed) precisely such nonexistent dangers. In the late 1960s and early
 1970s, when Soviet military involvement suddenly became a fact of life,
 there was. ..no appropriate or clear American position to deter it,"14

 Failure of the Eisenhower Doctrine led American decision-makers to

 abandon attempts to organize the Middle East as a military alliance linked
 with the West. The Kennedy Administration gave more respect to the
 non-aligned states and tried to woo Egypt. As the result of the Cuban crisis

 and the development of second strike capabilities, the idea of detente was
 introduced in super power relationship. The growing reliance of ICBMs
 in early 1960s also diminished the American need for air bases and missile
 sites on the Soviet periphery.

 The Nixon Doctrine (1969) that came in the aftermath of the Vietnam
 experience was just what the Americans required at that time. It was
 based on the concept of 'regional influentials'. The policy rested on what
 came to be known as the 'twin pillar system*. Iran and Saudi Arabia were
 perceived as the two pillars in American strategy. US pledged all forms
 of assistance including an adequate supply of weapons to Iran which assum-

 ed the role of policeman of the Gulf after Britain's withdrawal from the

 east of Suez in 1971. Saudi Arabia lacked populatio i and military strength
 but it became a financial power after the 1973 Arab-Israel war. After the
 assassination of King Faisal it acquired an active diplomatic role. The role of

 the so-called 'Saudi dollar diplomacy* was to neutralize the influence of the

 radical states in the region and to bolster the role of the moderates. The
 US, however, did not rely exclusively on these regimes. The Shah's regional

 ambitions and the Arab oil embargo clashed with US interests. Therefore,
 while carrying out its 'twin pillar policy' the US continued to maintain a
 visible presence in the Indian Ocean, especially around the Gulf. Early
 in 1975, it started the construction of an air base and a naval station at Diego
 Garcia. 1975 also saw the first sale of arms to Oman, located at the extreme
 corner of the Gulf.

 13 ibid .

 n Yair Evron, The Middle East: Nations, Super Powers , and Wars , Elek Books Ltd.,
 London. 1973, p. 137.
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 Israel's Security: Security of Israel has been another constant In the
 American policy towards the Middle East. It is said that between 1946 and

 1979 the volume of US military and economic aid to Israel was 40 per cent

 of the whole of the aid devoted to the whole of Europe during the
 period (including the Marshal plan period).15 The quantity of official aid
 over this period is equivalent to every man, woman and child in the United

 States, each contributing $ 1 10 towards a total of $ 8,000 per Israeli.16
 According to reports, Israel had planned to spend $5.5 billion in 1982
 on its military force, and one out of every three dollar was to come
 from the US treasury.17 Private contributions from American Jews
 amounted nearly $285 million last year. These gifts were tax deductible
 "which meant that the Treasury helped subsidise the gifts".

 Israel is economically in a condition of total dependence on US finances.

 It has consistently imported more than it has exported. To meet the diffe-

 rence, it has relied on the injection of US foreign aid. Despite this depend-
 ence, the successive American administrations have never exercised the

 kind of leverage which was possible. The reason is that US policies have
 always suffered from the considerable influence which pro-Israel lobbyist
 have managed to exercise on both parties. This leverage has been created
 by their ability to raise funds for party organizations. This commitment to

 Israel which has been a consistent factor in American diplomacy for about

 thirty-five years is likely to last in the years ahead.

 The American commitment to Israel's security has always conflicted
 with thé interests of the other states of the region. Partly to woo these states

 and mainly to exclude the Soviet Union from the peace process the United
 States began its diplomatic move to solve the Arab-Israeli conflict. The

 Rogers Plan (1969), the Camp David Agreement and the recent Reagan Plan

 have been some of the attempts in this direction. However, uptil now
 United States peace policies have achieved just one objective. As a result
 of the Camp David Agreement it has neutralized Egypt as a confrontation
 state, it is rightly said that: "Freed from pressure on its southern flank,
 Israel now feels much more secure in its control of West Bank and Gaza

 *5 The Times , London, 14 August 1982.

 Ibid .

 17 Morning News, Karachi, 12 August, 1982.

 David K. Shipler, "Begin's visit make ambiguous alliance clearer," New York Times ,

 Weekly Review, 6 September, 1981. C.f. Mohammed Ay oob, "Looking beyond Camp
 David: US Policy towards the Middle East," Australian Outlook, Canberra, April
 1982, p. 9.
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 and is under no immediate compulsion to relinquish control of these terri-

 tories occupied in 1967м.1 9 The Reagan Plan came after the exit of the
 PLO from Lebanon. It is said that the plan "se ts out to be both Camp David

 and not Camp David. It has to look like Camp David in order to appeal to
 American and Israeli opinion. It has to look unlike Camp David to win over
 Arabs outside Egypt. The result is that it has much of the substance of
 Camp David without the form, thereby allowing Arabs to start again with

 a new name".20 The plan carefully avoids recognition of the PLO and
 excludes the formation of an independent Palestinian state. It calls for
 "Self government by the Palestinians of the West Bank and the Gaza in
 association with Jordan".21

 If the Arab-Israel conflict could be resolved through a combination of

 US/Arab peace moves, the position of pro-West regimes in the region will

 be more secure. Despite the fact that every Arab country has a significant

 Palestinian population, these states have managed to moderate the policies
 of the PLO by their generous subsidies, especially after the 1973 oil em-
 bargo. These regimes were, however, shaken by the revolution in Iran.
 The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979, provided the pre-
 text for the United States to capitalize on the situation. On the one
 hand America tried to take advantage of the division in the Muslim
 World and on the other it paved the way for increasing its military pre-
 sence in the area.

 The Gulf war began in September 1980. Despite its obvious sympathies

 with Iraq, the US professed to be neutral in the war. It is however disclosed

 that "Iraq's military effort' was underwritten by the Arab Gulf states to
 the tune of US $ 30 billion".22 This war (that is being going on for more
 than two years) therefore diverted the energies of these states from Israel
 to Iran. As a result when Israel invaded Lebanon they were unable to act.
 Their inaction even at the time of the seige of Beirut, made the PLO Chair-
 man Yasser Arafat to declare:

 The seige of Beirut continues. The Arab nation seems as through it
 had fallen in deep slumber, dreaming happy dreams, blind and deaf, as

 though it has become impotent with no desire to survive. ..how long
 will this silence go on?.. .it is the right of the Arab people to ask
 questions today and to punish those responsible.23

 19 /bid.

 20 "Camp David plus", (Editorial) The Times , London, 3 September 1982.
 21 See tne Text of tne Reagan peace plan for tne Middle East, in ibid.
 22 Ra ana Gauhar, "Middle East: who is the enemy now? The Muslim , 24 August 1982.
 23 Extract from Yasser Arafaťs Radio message to Arab masses, July 1982. C.f. Brigadier

 A.R. Siddiqui (Retd.), "The Lebanese Holocaust-I". Dawn , 2 September 1982.
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 The Israeli Invasion of Lebanon has thus placed the pro-American
 Arab regimes in a very precarious situation. It is said that "It has set off a

 crisis in Arab politics of revolutionary proportions." 24 |t has also led to a
 loss of American credibility in the region, especially at the popular level.

 Bases and Facilities: The main American aim after the Soviet invasion

 of Afghanistan has been to make provisions that would facilitate the
 landing of American forces in the Middle East, in situation where Ameri-
 can interests demand such a step. This American concern should also be
 seen in the context of President Reagan's efforts to close the gap between
 the military might of the two super powers. It is said that between
 1970-1979 the Soviet Union had spent $ 300 billion25 more than the US.
 The US Defence Secretary had also reportedly warned that the Soviets
 would achieve military superiority in four years.

 To overcome its strategic weakness in general and to secure the oil
 supplies in particular, the US worked out ° two point plan for the
 Middle East. It was based (i) on US Secretary of State, Alexander Haig's idea

 of a 'Strategic consensus' extending from Egypt to Pakistan (including Turkey

 and Israel26);(jj)anc| on a multinational naval responsibility coupled with the

 US' own Rapid Deployment Force (RDF). The RDF was formed in March 1 980.

 This force when fully operational (by 1984) is to have a total of 2,00,000
 men backed by 1,00,000 reservists. 27 The RDF is to use fifteen airfields

 and ports accessible to it under agreements signed with Oman, Britain (for
 Diego Garcia), Kenya, Somalia and Egypt. These agreements allow for use

 of facilities for exercises as well as for actual crisis. 1981 saw the beginning
 of improvements of airfields and ports covered under a five year plan.

 The starting link in the chain of military facilities development is the

 project to improve the port and airbase at Ras Banas in Egypt. Develop-
 ment of Ras Banas includes construction of oil storage plants and shelter
 for naval supplies. The airstrip is extended and strengthened to take B-50
 bombers and transport aircrafts. For all this the Reagan Administration
 plans to spend $ 106 million. 28 The key role of Ras Banas, on the Red Sea,

 24 See, Thomas L. Friedman, "In the wake of Lebanon: Arab world in Crisis", Down,
 (New York Times Service), 8 December 1982.

 25 Asia 1982 Year Book, Hongkong, Far Eastern Economic Review, p. 43.

 26 The idea has more or less fizzled out. Only Israel signed a security agreement with
 the United States in 1981.

 27 Asia 1982 Year Book, op. cit., p. 44.

 28 See, "Defending the Gulf, A Survey", The Economist, London, 6 June 1981, p. 36.
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 opposite the Saudi western oil terminal of Yanbu, has been objected to by

 Saudi Arabia, which does not want Egypt to be associated with any defence

 plan for the Gulf. Consequently, the Saudis provided part of the finance
 for developing facilities in Sudan. The US has undertaken the development
 of Suakin port, an airbase north of Khartoum and also an electronic track-

 ing station at Al-Fasher.

 The next link in the chain is Somalia. In 1980, Somalia signed an agree-

 ment to give the US facilities at Berberra and Magadishu. It is said that
 Berberra offers quite more than naval facilities. It has one of the largest
 airfields runways in Africa. It is also situated strategically near the Red Sea,
 between Ethiopia and South Yemen. Total cost of developing the two
 facilities has been put at $ 24 million.29

 Facilities are also sought in Kenya and South Africa, but the most
 important country in the context of Gulf security is Oman.30 It is strategic-

 ally situated at the tip of the Strait of Hormuz. It has offered a number of

 facilities to the United States. In the north of Salalah, the capital of Dhofar,

 is the Omani airbase at Thamarit. Thamarit has got the third largest run-
 way in the world. It is said that some $ 70 million31 is to be spent in im-
 proving this base. Masirah island off the coast of Oman, which currently
 serves as an airforce training facility is also undergoing important changes.

 The US is spending nearly $ 170 million 32 in order to expand and improve

 this place. The US has already used the base as a jumping off point on one
 occasion, i.e. in trying to rescue the hostages in Teheran in 1980. The
 United States is also spending $ 36 million at Seeb near Muscat. $ 4 mill-
 ion33 is being spent on extending the runway at Khasab, on the Musandam

 Peninsula. Khasab supports a naval station at Goat Island, used by Omani
 patrol boats to police the Strait of Hormuz.

 In addition to obtaining access agreements for the use of facilities in
 an emergency the US is looking for a permanent in-region, on-shore for-
 ward headquarter for the RDF. Bahrain is the choice. The US navy's Middle

 East force, a small flotilla that patrols the Gulf, already calls regularly at
 Bahrain and maintains an administrative support unit there. This unit is
 the advance guard of a carrier task force which is stationed outside the Gulf,

 usually 300 km off the coast of Oman.

 29 See, Oye Ogunbadejo, "Deigo Garcia and Africa's Security", Third World Quarterly,
 London, January 1982, vol. 4, p. III.

 30 Oman participated in Bright Star exercises held last year, and also in Jade Tiger
 manoeuvre held recently. See, Dawn, 6 December 1982.

 31 Oye Ogunbadejo, op. cit., p. 110.
 32 Time, op. cit., p. 24.
 33 Qye Ogunbadejo, op. cit ,
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 The various American facilities in the Red Sea region, Persian Gulf
 and the East African coast are effectively coordinated with the available
 facilities in the main American basé in the Indian ocean - Diego Garcia.
 It is about 2,500 miles away from the Gulf.

 Diego Garcia as it now exists has a recently lengthened runway which
 could take B-52 long-range bombers as well as air-borne tankers which
 are needed to refuel them. The petroleum storage facilities at the base
 have been expanded and the harbour has been improved to permit the
 simultaneous anchorage of several ships. Seven pre-positioning ships are
 already stationed at the base. These ships could carry enough equipment,
 ammunition and water to support 15,000 marines for 30 days. The Reagan
 Administration reportedly sanctioned $ 23734 million for the improvement
 of the existing facilities at Diego Garcia.

 It is said that in a situation where American interests are threatened

 the RDF (when fully operational) will have to quickly occupy an airfield
 and a sea port in nearby friendly countries, where such facilities are to be
 made available for the American base. The RDF will then receive massive

 reinforcements by airlift from the US and the pre-positioning ships at the
 Diego Garcia base. The RDF activities are not necessarily restricted to the
 Indian Ocean area. It could be deployed anywhere in the world. However,

 one important area where Washington wants to deploy the RDF effectively
 is the Persian Gulf.

 It is also interesting tò note in the context of the Persian Gulf that

 ever since 1969, the US has been operating under a 'one-and-a-half-war'
 concept; that is preparing for a major conflict with the Soviet Union in

 Europe and a 'brush fire war* in the Third World. 35 Now, the Pentagon
 is thinking on multifront terms, including one major conflict against the
 Soviet Union in Europe and one in the Persian Gulf. Washington believes
 that at least four air wings of 72 planes each, a marine amphibious force of

 50,000 men and two carrier battle groups must be ready to fight at a
 moment's notice in the Persian Gulf. 36 This means that more and more
 ships would have to be stationed in Diego Garcia as well as in most of the
 facilities currently available for the use of the Americans. The US Defence

 Secretary has, in the interim, further enhanced the Importance of Diego
 Garcia, by creating a new combined services command which will elevate

 the RDF to military command status like NATO. The Reagan Administration

 34 ibid., p. 113.
 35 ibid .

 36 ibid.
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 announced the formation of this command on Ö December I98Ž.

 To put the strategy of the RDF in a nutshell, an American specialist
 Kenneth Waltz says: "Most observers believe that danger of major stoppage

 of oil exports lies within these states rather than arising externally from
 the Soviet Union. This leads him to conclude that, "The RDF should be

 designed to defend against countries of the Middle East and to deter the
 Soviet Union." The Unified Command is meant to fulfil this purpose.

 Soviet Interests and Policies

 Russia has a three thousand mile long frontier with the Middle East,
 which runs along the Black Sea, the Turkish and Iranian frontiers, and
 then across the Afghan plan to the Pamirs where Russia, China and
 Afghanistan meet. USSR's border with the Middle East is the only place
 apart from Russian Norwegian and Russian Finnish border where the Soviet

 Union adjoin the non-Communist world.37 Soviet Union is also sensitive
 to Middle Eastern affairs, because its border areas with the Middle East has

 a predominantly Muslim population. Soviet Union itself can be major threat
 to the Middle East as it can with ease roll down mass of land forces into

 the region, and, has the capacity to maintain the momentum, as it is already

 doing in Afghanistan.

 Penetration of the Arab Core : Soviet penetration of the Middle East
 began with the arms deal with Egypt in 1955. It started to a large extent
 because of the creation of the Baghdad Pact, it is said that "the Arab
 World was certain to become a focus of Moscow's attention as Soviet

 interest shifted increasingly to the developing nations. The pace of Soviet
 activity was however accelerated by American manoeuvres in the Northern
 tier".38

 The Soviet Union bypassed the Northern tier (Turkey, Iran and
 Pakistan) and chose to concentrate on the Arab core of the Middle East.
 The method adopted was "not to threaten but to woo". 39 Russia with the

 37 Fred Halltday, Threat From the East,. Institute of Policy Studies, Penguin Books Ltd.,
 Middlesex, England, 1982, p. 43.

 38 Charles B. McLane, Soviet Middle East Relations , Central Asian Research Centre,

 London, 1973, p. 8.

 39 George Lenczowski, The Middle East in World Affairs , Third Edition, Cornell Uni-
 versity Press, New York, 1962, p. 665.
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 aid of the satellites began "a vigorous aid-anď-trade policy* ft established
 such contacts with Egypt, Syria, Yemen and since the revolution of 1958,
 with Iraq. The prestige gained at the Suez crisis further helped the Soviet
 Union to strengthen its ties with the Arabs. By the end of I950's USSR
 had been successful in defusing the Baghdad Pact and in denying to the
 West a monopoly of influence in the Arab World.

 In the early 1960s the Soviet Union shifted its attention towards Africa

 and as a result Soviet-Arab ties were rather neglected.41 However, from
 1963 these ties were again strengthened. The Russians supported the
 Palestinian issue which was by then central in Arab politics. In the years
 following the 1967 war, Soviet Union tried to re-build Arab morale and
 made efforts to "prevent Israel's military victory from becoming a political

 victory as wellM.42 The essential first step in Soviet calculations was a
 prompt rebuilding of Arab armed strength. By the end of 1967 a significant

 portion of Arab losses were replaced with upto date weaponary, and an
 estimated $2.5 billion43 in arms were supplied to Arab countries. USSR
 also got involved in Egypt's defence in a combat capacity. It is estimated
 that by early 1971 as many as 2,00,000 Russians were engaged in combat
 operations of one type or another in Egypt.

 The official Soviet position on Arab-Israeli dispute after 1967 was
 reflected in the UN resolution of 22 November 1967, which stated that

 Israel must be made to surrender Arab lands seized in the war but through
 sanctions and diplomacy and not by force i.e. it advocated a political solu-
 tion of the crisis. The Russians therefore made efforts towards creating a
 parity of strength between the Arabs and the fsraelis which alone they felt
 would facilitate a peaceful solution of the crisis. However, not all Arabs

 agreed with Moscow's essentially moderate position. The Algerian leader-
 ship was critical of Russian position and Soviet-Syrian relations were
 effected over this for several years. The Palestinian guerrillas challenged
 Soviet strategies in a most serious manner. The Russians practiced a "judi-
 cal ambivalence"44 where the guerrillas were concerned. While the Soviet
 press commentaries supported the guerrillas, behind the scene Soviet
 diplomats pressurized Arab governments to curb the guerrillas and to
 bring their activities under army discipline. The Soviets threatened that if

 40 Ibid.

 4i Arab socialism was mocked as Soviet doctrines relating to the Third World hardened
 under the impact of Peking in 1959-60.

 42 Charles B. McLane, op. cit., p. 9.
 43 Ibid.

 44 /b/d., p. 10.
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 the transfer of arms to the commandos was not halted they would suspend

 their deliveries. During the brief war in Jordan (1970) the Soviet press
 observed strict neutrality.

 Improving Ties with the Northern Tier: In the first half of the 1960s

 the Soviet Union took steps to improve its ties with Turkey, Iran and
 Pakistan. These countries (including Afghanistan) received from 1963 to
 the end of 1969, approximately $ 1.2 billion45 in Soviet credit. It amoun-
 ted to more than third of Soviet aid pledged to the developing nations
 during this period. Annual trade with the Northern tier during these years

 averaged one third of Russian total trade with the Third World (excluding
 UAR and India). 46 More than third of the state visits during these years
 were with the Northern tier. In 1965 the Soviet Union played the role of
 a mediator in the Indo-Pakistan war. These overtures were motivated by
 a number of factors including Moscow's desire to neutralize the tilt of
 these nations towards the West. Their moves facilitated by an overall
 change in super power relationship i.e. from Cold War to detente. These
 policies also came after the Sino-Soviet split and before the beginning of
 Soviet moves to encircle China.

 Presence in the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean : Russian naval

 build up in the Mediterranean began (in 1964) at a time when the
 US Sixth Fleet was already there. Soviet naval presence increased
 after the 1967 war. By 1970 there were 35 to 50 vessels regularly in the
 Mediterranean, at times as many as 75.47 This build up was not related to
 any specific objective in the Middle East, but were rather a part of a general

 development of naval strength throughout the world.

 Soviet naval build up in the Indian ocean began in 1967 with visits by
 ocean research units and by the November of the following year a small

 Soviet squadron was in operation.48 By 1970, there were seven surface ships,
 four submarines and probably one Polaris type submarine.49 The Indian
 Ocean squadron belongs to the Pacific Fleet and reaches its destination
 mainly from the Pacific. This squadron should be seen as part of the strategy
 of constainment of China which the Soviet Union began in late 1960s.

 45 ¡bid., p. 12.

 46 Ibid .

 47 See, Yair Evron, op. cit., p. 154.

 48 The Russian Squadron normally had eight orten submarines, IS or more nuclear
 destroyers and one or two helicopter carriers.

 49 Yair Evron, op. cit., p. 157.
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 Their other aim was to have ASW units which could limit the operation of

 American Polaris type submarines. The Mediterranean, however, has
 much more direct strategic importance for the Soviet Union than the
 Indian Ocean.

 Reverses in the 70s : The Soviet Union suffered a number of rever-

 ses in the Middle East and in the Horn of Africa in the 1970s. In March 1976,

 President Sadat abrogated the 1972 Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation
 with the Soviet Union. In May 1977, Sudan expelled all Soviet military
 experts serving with its armed forces. In November 1977, Somalia unilate-

 rally abrogated its friendship treaty with the USSR. Syria and Iraq while
 maintaining an outward friendly attitude towards Kremlin, have, in fact
 moved away from what was formally a rather close association. Syrian
 disenchantment began when the Soviet Union opposed Syrian intervention
 in the Lebanese civil war in 1976. In Iraq, the 1975 defeat of Kurdish
 nationalists diminished Baghdad's heavy reliance on the USSR.50

 The Soviet-Libyan ties were however strengthened during this period.
 According to Western sources Soviet arms supplies to Libya amounted to
 $ 12 billion.5! There are reportedly hundreds of Soviet military technicians
 in Libya, some helping with advanced missiles. It is said thai "one of the
 prime function of Soviet technicians in Libya is to prevent the Libyans from

 using the missiles they possess - just as Soviet personnel in Egypt in the
 late 1960s had a -imiter role",5^ Qadhafi had also opposed the Soviet role
 in Afghanistan and there is a basic difference between the two countries on
 the Arab-Israeli conflict.

 During the 1970s Soviet Union also improved its relationship with
 the PLO. Arafat paid his first, though unofficial visit to Moscow in 1970
 as guest of the Soviet Afro-Asian Solidarity Organisation. He received a
 state welcome from the Russians in July 1972. In 1977, as a result of US
 President Carter's diplomatic offensive, Moscow and the PLO concluded
 that they needed each other more than ever. The joint communique issued
 in August 1977^3 referred to the Geneva conference as the only legitimate

 30 See, O.M. Smolansky, "Soviet Policy in the Middle East", Current History, Philadelphia,
 January 1978, vol. 74, p. 5. Syria, however, signed a Treaty of Friendship and Co-
 operation with the USSR in 1980.

 Fred Halliday, op. cit., p. 68.

 52 Ibid. p. 69.

 53 Ibid. Also see, Leonid Berezhnev's speech to the 16th Congress of Soviet Trade Unions
 in Moscow on 21 March, 1977. Partly reproduced in Kecsing's Contemporary Archives,
 London, vol. xxiii, 1977, pp. 28383-28384.
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 form for conducting negotiations on the Arab-Israeli conflict and declared

 that PLO participation at Geneva was indispensable. Full diplomatic re-
 cognition of the PLO came during Yasser Arafat's visit to Moscow in Octo-
 ber 1981. Soviet indifference at the time of the recent Lebanese crisis has

 however been disappointing for the PLO and also for the Syrians. In this
 regard it is said that "in the Soviet strategic formulations Syria had been
 too weak in military training, expertise and morale to make the best use of
 the Russian weapons. The USSR therefore had reservation about supplying
 arms to the Syrians' ' It is also rightly concluded that "in the Lebanese
 episode America has both gained and lost, whereas Russian had only lost -
 even if temporarily - in the region. What America lost psychologically in
 terms of the trust and goodwill was more than made up strategically in as

 much as, through Israel, it did manage to cripple and destabilize the PLO
 and put Syria back to its place. For its part, Russia failed to come up to
 popular expectations by carefully avoiding a physical confrontation with the
 US". 5' 4

 Influence in the Periphery: There has been a dramatic increase in
 Soviet influence in the periphery of the Middle East, i.e. In Ethiopia,
 South Yemen and Afghanistan. It is said that "during the 1970s the
 Soviet Union had made a shift away from reliance on left wing
 nationalismes and it tried to consolidate the Communist states ruled

 by pro-Soviet parties.

 In Ethiopia, after the overthrow of Emperor Haile Selasse in 1974, the
 Marxist leader Lieutenant Colonel Mengistu Haile Mariam received massive

 economic and military assistance from the Soviet Union. In doing so the
 Soviet Union jeopardized its strategically important relationship with
 Somalia. In South Yemen, Soviet influence has been preponderent since the

 late 1960s. The coup in 1978, however, provided an opportunity to further

 strengthen its hold there. The Soviet Union nevertheless, failed to provide
 sufficient material aid to that country and as a result Soviet "grip" has
 somewhat loosened after April 1980, with the removal of Abdul Fatah
 Ismail who was replaced by Prime Minister Ali Nasser Mohammad.

 In Afghanistan the coup in April 1978, came when Sardar Daud was
 trying to expand his foreign policy base. 5 6 The coup was therefore a

 54 Brig. A. R. Siddique (Retd.), op. cit.
 55 Fred Halliday, op. cit., p. 4.
 56 It Is said that by 1977, Iran had committed $700 million to Afghanistan for infrastrut-

 tura! projects. Saudi Arabia's commitments has been $ 42S million. The People's Re-
 public of China extended a loan of $55 million. See, Zubeida Mustafa, "Pakistan
 Afghanistan Relations and Central Asian Politics (1973-1978)", Pakistan Horizon
 vol. xxxi, no. 4. 1978, pp. 14-37.
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 welcome change for Moscow. However It Is said that "by the summer of
 1979, the Soviet Union became alert to the reality that a pro-Soviet ideo-
 logue by the impetuous imposition of socialism, was turning a traditionally

 friendly country to a hostile neighbour". 57 Moscow therefore, advised
 Tarakhi to slow down his reform programme. But in September 1979, when

 Tarakhi returned from Moscow he was overthrown by more independent
 Hafizullah Amin. It is said that Moscow then "saw no alternative but to

 plan a massive intervention which could simultaneously remove Amin,
 neutralize the Afghan army and tackle the intensifying insurgency".58
 After the invasion the Karmal and Soviet forces have however not been

 very successful in crushing the resistance struggle that is being going on
 for more than three years.

 In the above mentioned three countries, the Russians have been main-

 taining bases and facilities. In Ethiopia, they have built a naval base on the
 Dhalak archipelago in the Red Sea near Massawa. This commands the
 Bab-al-Mandab Strait, but has the disadvantage of location in the confines
 of the Red Sea. The Soviet Union had important bases in Somalia. After
 their expulsion from there in 1977, they brought their naval equipments
 particularly a dry dock to South Yemen.

 It is said that the South Yemen army is functioning under the joint
 command of Yemenis and Russians from their headquarters in Khormaksar.

 The headquarters have been shifted to Jab! Alhal.59 Western Intelligence
 reports mention expansion of the Soviet naval base on Perim island in the

 Bab-el-Mandab Strait. An airfield at Bir Fadhl (in the northwest of Aden)
 is also being expanded where Soviet 12th Air Force Squadron (a highly
 unconventional unit comprising fighters troop transport and reconnais-
 sance aircrafts) is stationed.60 At Mukalla squadrons of MiG 1 9s and MiG
 21s are stationed.61 According to reports the runway at Al Ghaida, a town
 just down the coast from Oman, will soon be able to handle MiG 2!s.
 These MiGs according to Omani officials are piloted by Cubans, East
 Germans and North Koreans. The Soviet Union has also created an aircraft

 carrier anchorage at South Yemen's Socotra island. This anchorage is valu-
 able to the Soviet Union W they do not want to bottle up their major
 naval strength in the Red Sea.

 In Afghanistan, near the íranian border Soviet Unión have built an
 airbase at Shindand. From Shindand, the technical aircraft have the Gulf

 57 Jagat S. Mehta, "Afghanistan: A Neutral Solution", Foreign Policy , Summer, 1982,
 C. F., Summery, published in Asien , Hamburg, no. 4, July 1982, p. 8.

 58 Ibid.

 59 Asia /982 Year Book , op. c/t., p. 26.
 «о Ibid .
 61 Ibid .
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 within striking range. After their invasion of Afghanistan nearly every
 air strip in that country has been improved for their use. Reports also
 disclose that the Soviet Union had decided to build four major military
 airports in Afghanistan, equipped with ultra-modern communication
 system. 62

 Conclusion

 It seems that the super power competition in the Middle East that is
 being going on for more than 35 years, has reached a point where the US
 has become more successful if not popular. Soviet support for the Arab
 cause has not been as strong as has been American support for Israel's
 security. The Front of Steadfastness has almost disappeared with the neutrali-

 zation of Syria and the PLO and with the isolation of Libya. It is probable
 that Yasser Arafat will accept the plan for a confederation with Jordan.
 If the Arab-Israeli conflict resolves even in this fashion, it could help in

 reducing tension in the region. This would lead to more independence in
 the policies of the Middle Eastern states as it would reduce their depend-
 ence on arms supplied by the super powers. 63 However, this seems to be
 a remote possibility, because Israel will remain heavily armed and with
 rio real 'pressure* on its expansionist designs. Besides, to keep their
 power intact the pro-Western regimes in the region will depend on
 American armaments64 and political tactics.

 The Soviet Union will have to be on the defensive as long as it stays
 in Afghanistan. Meanwhile, America will keep on playing with "Soviet"
 and "Iranian" threats to strengthen its foothold in the region, at least
 till the RDF becomes fully operational and the facilities in the region are
 developed to American taste. In order to counteract the RDF and to
 reassert its influence in the region the Soviet Union would perhaps make
 some moves to woo the Arabs as it did in the mid-fifties after the for-

 mation of the Baghdad Pact. There is a possibility that Moscow would
 then adopt more direct means as it did in Afghanistan. In that case
 Iran will probably be the first target of super power rivalry in the near fu-

 ture. The changes in the Middle East could also lay the basis fora "New
 Yalta" among the super powers.

 62 See, Down, Karachi, 28th April and 20th September 1982.
 63 According to Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) figures the

 Middle East region accounts for about 30 percent of Third World military expendi-
 ture. The Middle East has only 4 per cent of the population of the Third World.
 According to ACDA figures, the Middle Eastern countries imported about $24,000
 million worth of military equipment between 1973-77, about 45% came from USA
 and 32% from the USSR. Middle Eastern Review /98/, Essex, p. 24.

 64 |n the three fiscal years 1978-80, American foreign military sales to Saudi Arabia
 amounted to US $t5.5 ЪГШоп. See, Mohammed Ayoob, op. cit., p. 8.

 65 See, The Muslim , 30 October, 1982. At its Iranian border the Soviet Union maintains
 36 divisions (including four divisions in Afghanistan).
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